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11 stick of ephraim which in the last days would be joined
to the stick of judah so that the two would come together
11 and they shall be one stick in my hand ezekiel 3719
the word of the lord assures us that it is moroni whom I1

have sent unto you to reveal the book of mormon containing
the fulnessfalness of my everlasting gospel to whom I1 have com-
mitted the keys of the records of the stick of ephraim doc-
trine and covenants 275 there are many sticks but no
more significant joining of sticks than that now taking place
between the jewish and the nephite records

and it shall come to pass that the jews shall have the words
of the nephitesNep hites and the nephitesNephites shall have the words of
the jews and the nephitesNephites and the Jjewsewsaws shall have the
words of the lost tribes of israel and it shall come to
pass that my people which are of the house of israel shall
be gathered home unto the lands of their possessions and
my word also shall be gathered in one and I1 will show
unto them that fight against my word and against the
house of israel that I1 am god and that I1 covenanted with
abraham that I1 would remember his seed forever 2 nephi
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eds lore of faith and folly salt lake city utah university
of utah press 1971 275 ppap

reviewed by george L strebel who received his doctorate
in history from the university of california at berkeley
and currently teaches at the logan LDS institute of rel-
igion

this publication of the folklore society of utah presents
a variety of accounts about life in the mormon west nine
of the accounts deal with local situations which probably are
limited in their application to the communities where they
happened in most cases they find echoes of similarity in other
communities but not a enactmentreenactmentre of the same experience
three of the contributions deal with village histories each of
which present interesting details of folklore of those villages
but again such materials are mainly contributive to the folk-
lore of the mormon culture as a whole

although it is an interesting and significant account karl
young s red magic has little if anything to do with mor
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mon folklore it is representative of a great store of folklore
of the southwest indians of which professor young has an
almost unlimited supply at his disposal

the article by helen Z papanikolas greek folklore of
carbon county is an interesting account of a cultural pat-
tern which has been superimposed on a western and predomi-
nantly morimorlmormonnon environment and suggests some interesting
conflicts and adaptations which such a mixture of cultures has
produced utah with its cosmopolitan background could be
the source of many comparable studies

these accounts present approaches to a very necessary in-
gredient in utah pioneer experience life at best was hard
and often depressing to those who lived through it to make
their existence bearable and to divert their minds from the
pressures of reality pioneers often engaged in many types of
practical jokes and humor this relief often partook of the
rough crude characteristics of pioneer life itself such activi-
ties are reflected either directly as in brooks pranks and
prankstersPranksters and larson s ithamar sprague and his big
shoes or to an indirect almost ludicrous situation of a savage
indian with his hair tangled in a spinning wheel

robertson s the gray ghost of the desert is a sample
of the many tales of animals and birds as individuals and
as species which were noted and recorded among the pioneers
these stories arose from their interest in and their observation
of their new homeland

despite a keen interest in the arts in their own communities
utah shared with other western communities an interest in the
itinerant theatrical groups which toured frontier towns to bring
entertainment to the communities these troups were often
attractive simply because they presented new personalities and
new faces in the settlements dean farnsworth s barber on
the boards recounts such experiences in addition to pre-
serving a delightful bit of family history

because pioneer life was so difficult and uncertain especially
for the women they were probably more dependent upon and
sensitive to a spiritual strength which was necessary to main-
tain them in their difficult pioneering activity these experi-
ences are explored in woman heart is many voiced by
claire noall and A strange gift by rosabel ashton

two features significant and peculiar to mormon society
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are explored in prisoners for conscience sake by william
mulder a discussion of the polygamy struggle in utah wine
making in utah s dixie by olive W burt discusses some
of the problems associated with this seemingly contradictory
activity in a mormon community these accounts open some
interesting facets of mormon history

two folk heroes orin porter rockwell and samuel bran-
nan are presented respectively by gustive 0 larson and thom-
as E cheney these two men have been popularized by much
having been written about them these two summaries of
their lives with special reference to some folk myths about
them make interesting and significant reading

seven articles are included in this work which deal with
folklore more directly how to grow a legend by frank
robertson and why mormonscormons were said to wear horns
by karl young give some interesting insights into the devel-
opment of folklore itself five articles are devoted to an ex-
amination of general topics which present a culture wide in-
vestigationvestigation of folklore such as the cycle of life the
common cold and utah folk medicine and unsung crafts-
men all deal with the everyday life of people in utah ditt-
ies of death in deseret by olive burt and tales of the
supernatural by J H adamson deal with more esoteric
but none the less interesting facets of utah history

this book presents a prelude to more work to be done in
the fields of folklore and historical narrative each of the
areas either as presented in the book or as suggested in this
review could be expanded into collections of their own many
of them of book length the presentation of this material
while not historical in all aspects presents important insights
and understandings for a study of the history of the mormon
movement in the west


